AMERICAN AIRLINES CARGO LAUNCHES SUMMER
SERVICE FOR
DALLAS/FORT WORTH-AMSTERDAM
Adds seasonal routes to Rome, Barcelona, Dublin &
Shannon
FORT WORTH, Texas. May 06, 2017. American Airlines is
adding more destinations to its international summer service
for 2017. Top of the list this year is a new route between
Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) and Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS),
which will operate on a Boeing 767-300 aircraft, starting May
5 out of DFW.
The Dutch capital's airport is the third largest in Europe by
cargo volume and will offer American's customers across the
Benelux region new opportunities to send their shipments –
notably pharma products – to the U.S. and beyond on the
airline's extensive network to South America.
Between DFW and Rome's Fiumicino Airport (FCO), the
airline will operate a newly reconfigured Boeing 777-200,
which offers enhanced widebody capacity. In addition to the
fashion, automotive and pharma business already carried
from Italy, the European Cargo Sales team is also looking to
expand traffic between the Italian capital and Mexico and
South America. This service will be complimented by an
FCO-JFK service, which also begins in May.
The Ireland capacity will be significantly increased with
spring and summer routes, including Dublin (DUB)-Charlotte
(CLT), DUB-Chicago O’Hare (ORD) and Shannon (SNN)Philadelphia (PHL) being added to its year-round DUB-PHL
Airbus A330-200 service. There continues to be strong

demand for services linking pharma hubs globally and the
Irish market’s direct link with Philadelphia proves the added
value of the seasonal link from Shannon. DUB-ORD, which
has long been a popular cargo route in the summer, returns
in 2017. The route will operate with a Boeing 767-300 until
August 5 when it will be upgraded to a 787-800 through early
October.
Barcelona (BCN) to ORD will provide a new summer link
between Spain and the United States. Customers in the
retail and fashion industries are already showing interest in
the routing to take advantage of the new capacity provided
on the 787-800 flights.
"This is our biggest-ever summer schedule across Europe
and shows our commitment to offering Cargo customers the
widest possible access to our global network," states Tristan
Koch, regional managing director, American Airlines Cargo
Sales – EMEA and ISC. "The customers will benefit from
more points of access to the network and additional capacity
to move their shipments to the U.S. and beyond."
About American Airlines Cargo
American Airlines Group is the holding company for
American Airlines. American provides one of the largest
cargo networks in the world with cargo terminals and
interline connections across the globe. Every day, American
transports cargo between major cities in the United States,
Europe, Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, Latin America and
Asia-Pacific.
American Airlines and American Eagle offer an average of
nearly 6,700 flights per day to nearly 350 destinations in
more than 50 countries. American has hubs in Charlotte,

Chicago, Dallas/Fort Worth, Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
Philadelphia, Phoenix, and Washington, D.C. American is a
founding member of the oneworld alliance, whose members
and members-elect serve nearly 1,000 destinations with
14,250 daily flights to 150 countries. Shares of American
Airlines Group Inc. trade on Nasdaq under the ticker symbol
AAL. In 2015, its stock joined the S&P 500 index. Connect
with American on Twitter @AmericanAir and at
Facebook.com/AmericanAirlines.

